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FROM
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While volatility of the markets has
followed us into 2019, we continue to
preach planning and diversification. In
each issue of Directions, we attempt to
provide valuable insights into planning
that hopefully assists each of you toward
your goals, and we hope you enjoy and
utilize those. If they seem to speak more
to a friend’s needs, please share
Directions with them. You have been
especially gracious to express the
ultimate trust in us by referring friends
and family to Smith Capital. We are
extremely grateful for the fine folks who
have come into the Smith Capital family
as a result of your referrals. And we
thank you!

DIRECTIONS FOR LIFE

From the fruit of his lips a man is filled
with good things as surely as the work of
his hands reward him.

Proverbs 12:14

When saving for retirement,
you're probably aware of the
benefits of using
tax-preferred accounts such
as 401(k)s and IRAs. But you
may not be aware of another
type of tax-preferred account
that may prove very useful,

not only during your working years but also in
retirement: the health savings account (HSA).

HSA in a nutshell
An HSA is a tax-advantaged account that's
paired with a high-deductible health plan
(HDHP). You can't establish or contribute to an
HSA unless you are enrolled in an HDHP. An
HDHP provides "catastrophic" health coverage
that pays benefits only after you've satisfied a
high annual deductible. However, you can use
funds from your HSA to pay for health
expenses not covered by the HDHP.

Contributions to an HSA are generally either tax
deductible if you contribute them directly, or
excluded from income if made by your
employer. HSAs typically offer several savings
and investment options. Your employer will
likely indicate which funds or investment
options are available if you get your HSA
through work. All investments are subject to
market fluctuation, risk, and loss of principal.
When sold, investments may be worth more or
less than their original cost.

Withdrawals from the HSA for qualified medical
expenses are free of federal income tax.
However, money you take out of your HSA for
nonqualified expenses is subject to ordinary
income taxes plus a 20% penalty, unless an
exception applies.

Benefits of an HSA
An HSA can be a powerful savings tool. First, it
may be the only type of account that allows for
federal income tax-deductible or pre-tax
contributions coupled with tax-free withdrawals.
Depending upon the state, HSA contributions
and earnings could be subject to state taxes. In
addition, because there's no "use it or lose it"
provision, funds roll over from year to year. And
the account is yours, so you can keep it even if
you change employers or lose your job.

HSA as a retirement tool
During your working years, if your health
expenses are relatively low, you may be able to
build up a significant balance in your HSA over
time. You can even let your money grow until
retirement, when your health expenses are
likely to be greater.

In retirement, medical costs may prove to be
one of your biggest expenses. Although you
can't contribute to an HSA once you enroll in
Medicare (it's not considered an HDHP), an
HSA can help you pay for qualified medical
expenses, allowing you to preserve your
retirement accounts for other expenses (e.g.,
housing, food, entertainment, etc.). And an
HSA may provide other benefits as well.

• An HSA can be used to pay for unreimbursed
medical costs on a tax-free basis, including
Medicare premiums (although not Medigap
premiums) and long-term care insurance
premiums, up to certain limits.

• You can repay yourself from your HSA for
qualified medical expenses you incurred in
prior years, as long as the expense was
incurred after you established your HSA, you
weren't reimbursed from another source, and
you didn't claim the medical expense as an
itemized deduction.

• And once you reach age 65, withdrawals for
nonqualified expenses won't be subject to the
20% penalty. However, the withdrawal will be
taxed as ordinary income, similar to a
distribution from a 401(k) or traditional IRA.

• At your death, if your surviving spouse is the
designated beneficiary of your HSA, it will be
treated as your spouse's HSA.

HSAs aren't for everyone. If you have relatively
high health expenses, especially within the first
year or two of opening your account, you could
deplete your HSA or even face a shortfall. In
any case, be sure to review the features of your
health insurance policy carefully. The cost and
availability of an individual health insurance
policy can depend on factors such as age,
health, and the type and amount of insurance.
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Tax Scams to Watch Out For
While tax scams are especially prevalent during
tax season, they can take place any time during
the year. As a result, it's in your best interest to
always be vigilant so you don't end up
becoming the victim of a fraudulent tax scheme.

Here are some of the more common scams to
watch out for.

Phishing
Phishing scams usually involve unsolicited
emails or fake websites that pose as legitimate
IRS sites to convince you to provide personal or
financial information. Once scam artists obtain
this information, they use it to commit identity or
financial theft.

It is important to remember that the IRS will
never initiate contact with you by email to
request personal or financial information. This
includes any type of electronic communication,
such as text messages and social media. If you
get an email claiming to be from the IRS, don't
respond or click any of the links; instead
forward it to phishing@irs.gov.

Phone scams
Beware of callers claiming that they're from the
IRS. They may be scam artists trying to steal
your money or identity. This type of scam
typically involves a call from someone claiming
you owe money to the IRS or that you're
entitled to a large refund. The calls may also
show up as coming from the IRS on your Caller
ID, be accompanied by fake emails that appear
to be from the IRS, or involve follow-up calls
from individuals saying they are from law
enforcement. Sometimes these callers may
threaten you with arrest, license revocation, or
even deportation.

If you think you might owe back taxes, contact
the IRS for assistance at irs.gov. If you don't
owe taxes and believe you have been the
target of a phone scam, you should contact the
Treasury Inspector General and the
Federal Trade Commission to report the
incident.

Tax return preparer fraud
During tax season, some individuals and scam
artists pose as legitimate tax preparers, often
promising unreasonably large or inflated
refunds. They try to take advantage of
unsuspecting taxpayers by committing refund
fraud or identity theft. It is important to choose a
tax preparer carefully, since you are legally
responsible for what's on your return, even if it's
prepared by someone else.

A legitimate tax preparer will generally ask for
proof of your income and eligibility for credits
and deductions, sign the return as the preparer,
enter the Preparer Tax Identification Number,
and provide you with a copy of your return.

Fake charities
Scam artists sometimes pose as a charitable
organization in order to solicit donations from
unsuspecting donors. Be wary of charities with
names that are similar to more familiar or
nationally known organizations, or that
suddenly appear after a national disaster or
tragedy. Before donating to a charity, make
sure that it is legitimate. There are tools at
irs.gov to assist you in checking out the status
of a charitable organization, or you can visit
charitynavigator.org to find more information
about a charity.

Tax-related identity theft
Tax-related identity theft occurs when someone
uses your Social Security number to claim a
fraudulent tax refund. You may not even realize
you've been the victim of identity theft until you
file your tax return and discover that a return
has already been filed using your Social
Security number. Or the IRS may send you a
letter indicating it has identified a suspicious
return using your Social Security number. If you
believe you have been the victim of tax-related
identity theft, you should contact the IRS
Identity Protection Specialized Unit at
800-908-4490 as soon as possible.

Stay one step ahead
The best way to avoid becoming the victim of a
tax scam is to stay one step ahead of the scam
artists. Consider taking the following
precautions to keep your personal and financial
information private:

• Maintain strong passwords
• Consider using two-step authentication
• Keep an eye out for emails containing links or

asking for personal information
• Avoid scam websites
• Don't answer calls when you don't recognize

the phone number

Finally, if you are ever unsure whether you are
the victim of a scam, remember to trust your
instincts. If something sounds questionable or
too good to be true, it probably is.

It is important to remember that
the IRS will never initiate
contact with you by email to
request personal or financial
information. This includes any
type of electronic
communication, such as text
messages and social media.
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Alzheimer's Disease Myths and Facts Quiz
The probability of needing long-term care is
growing. According to the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, Americans turning
age 65 today have nearly a 70% chance of
needing some type of long-term care services
in their remaining years.¹ There are many
reasons why you may need long-term care, but
one of the growing causes includes forms of
dementia, particularly Alzheimer's disease.

While estimates vary, experts suggest that
more than 5.7 million Americans may have
Alzheimer's.² Alzheimer's disease is currently
ranked as the sixth leading cause of death in
the United States, but recent estimates indicate
that the disorder may rank third, just behind
heart disease and cancer.²

Here's a short quiz that may help you
understand more about dementia and
Alzheimer's disease and the need to plan for
their potential onset.

Quiz
1. True or False: There is a way to prevent
Alzheimer's disease.

a. True

b. False

2. Which statement is true?

a. Alzheimer's disease affects only people in
their 60s and older

b. Alzheimer's disease is always hereditary

c. Currently, there is no cure for Alzheimer's
disease

3. What is the greatest risk factor for
Alzheimer's disease?

a. Increased age

b. Gender

c. Genetics

4. What is often one of the first signs of
Alzheimer's disease?

a. Skin rash

b. Difficulty walking

c. Difficulty finding the right words

5. When or how can Alzheimer's disease be
diagnosed with certainty?

a. Through blood tests

b. Only after death

c. Through an MRI

6. True or False: Some medications can be
used to treat symptoms of Alzheimer's
disease.

a. True

b. False

7. What is the approximate lifetime cost of
care for an individual with dementia in
2018?

a. $145,000

b. $879,000

c. $342,000

8. According to latest figures,
approximately how many Americans
provide unpaid care for people with
Alzheimer's disease?

a. 1 million

b. 16 million

c. 5 million

9. Which statement is true about
communicating with someone who has
dementia or Alzheimer's disease?

a. Avoid eye contact

b. Interrupt the person and try to finish his or
her sentences

c. Offer simple instructions and allow ample
time for a response

10. Examples of advance directives for
health care include each of the following
except?

a. A living will

b. A durable power of attorney for health care

c. A deed

Plan now
Planning for long-term care and the possibility
of dementia or Alzheimer's disease is important
for you and your loved ones. What type of
health care would you want if you weren't able
to communicate your choices? Plan ahead to
make sure you get the medical care you want.

¹ U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services

² National Institute on Aging

Quiz answers
1. b (Alzheimer's Association)
2. c (National Institute on Aging)
3. a (National Institute on Aging)
4. c (National Institute on Aging)
5. b (National Institute on Aging)
6. a (Alzheimer's Association)
7. c (Alzheimer's Association)
8. b (Alzheimer's Association)
9. c (National Institute on Aging)
10. c (National Institute on Aging)

Additional facts

According to the
Alzheimer's Association
(www.alz.org):

5.7 million Americans are living
with Alzheimer's disease.

Between 2000 and 2015,
deaths from heart disease
have decreased 11% while
deaths from Alzheimer's
disease have increased 123%.

One in three people dies with
Alzheimer's disease or another
dementia.

Over 18 billion hours of care,
valued at more than $232
billion, are provided by family
and other unpaid caregivers.

People with Alzheimer's
disease or other dementias
have twice as many hospital
stays per year as other older
people, and almost two-thirds
of Americans with Alzheimer's
disease are women.
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Past performance may not be indicative of future
results. Different types of investments involve varying
degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that
future performance of any specific investment,
investment strategy, or product or any
non-investment related content made reference to
directly or indirectly in this newsletter (including
investments and/or strategies recommended or
undertaken by Smith Capital), will be profitable, equal
any corresponding indicated historical performance
level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual
situation, or prove successful. Due to various factors,
including changing market conditions and/or
applicable laws, the content may no longer be
reflective of current opinions or positions. You should
not assume that any discussion or information
contained in this newsletter serves as the receipt of,
or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice
from Smith Capital. If a reader has any questions
regarding the applicability of any specific issue
discussed above to his/her individual situation,
he/she is encouraged to consult with a professional
advisor of his/her choosing. Smith Capital is neither a
law firm nor a certified public accounting firm and no
portion of the newsletter content should be construed
as legal or accounting advice. If you are a Smith
Capital client, please remember to contact Smith
Capital, if there are any changes in your
personal/financial situation or investment objectives.
A copy of Smith Capital’s current written disclosure
statement is available upon request. Smith Capital is
an Investment Advisory Firm registered with the
SEC. Clients include pension and profit sharing
plans, endowments, trusts, and individuals. The
minimum portfolio size is $500,000.
Address inquiries to: Smith Capital 100 Morgan
Keegan Drive, Suite 410 Little Rock, AR 72202
Phone: 501-228-0040 Toll Free 800-866-2615
E-Mail: info@smithcap.com Website:
www.smithcap.com

How can you lower the costs of owning a vehicle?
Vehicle expenses can take a
big bite out of your budget.
According to a AAA report, the
average annual total cost of
owning and operating a new

vehicle in 2018 was $8,849. Fortunately, you
may be able to save money by reducing three
costs.

Depreciation: The loss of a vehicle's value
over time was the largest expense associated
with buying a vehicle, according to the AAA
report. Depreciation accounts for almost 40% of
the cost of owning a new vehicle — on average,
$3,289. Some cars hold their value better than
others, so it's important to consider resale value
before you buy. Because depreciation lessens
over time, buying a used vehicle or keeping a
vehicle longer can help minimize the impact of
depreciation.

Insurance: The average annual cost of
full-coverage auto insurance was $1,189.
Premiums are based on many factors, including
the vehicle make and model, and your location.
Some vehicles may cost substantially more to
insure because they are statistically more likely
to be damaged in a crash, stolen, or have high
repair costs. So when you're in the market for a

vehicle, find out how much the insurance will
cost before you sign the paperwork.

You can often save money on your insurance
premium if you're willing to accept a higher
deductible. You may also want to review your
policy annually with your insurer to make sure
you're receiving all the discounts for which you
are eligible, and have only the coverage you
need.

Maintenance and repairs: With an average
annual cost of $1,231, maintaining and
repairing your vehicle is a big line item expense
in your budget. So before you buy or lease a
vehicle, talk to a trusted mechanic who is
familiar with the cost of parts and general repair
issues for the makes and models you're
considering, or look for reliability statistics
online. Get written estimates before you have
any repairs completed, and shop around.
Hourly labor rates and parts costs may vary
widely. And keep up with regular maintenance.
It can pay off in the long term, not only by
preventing costly repairs but by potentially
increasing your vehicle's resale value.

Source: AAA Your Driving Costs, 2018 Edition.
Average costs are based on driving 15,000 miles
annually.
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